How Adults Learn
There is no one theory which fully explains how adults learn as the field of adult education is
vast with many diverse perspectives (Merriam et al, 2007, p. 83). A well-known foundational
theory was developed by Malcolm Knowles who detailed a list of assumptions of adult
learners to distinguish education for adults from education for children. These underlying
assumptions are still seen as a strong basis to adult education as a field and are often outlined as a
good starting point for better understanding how adults learn. These assumptions are guidelines,
however, and do not provide a ‘recipe’ applicable to every learning context. As Knowles et al (2011,
p. 144) explain: These are “flexible assumptions to be altered depending on the situation.”
Assumptions of Adult Learners1

What it means for facilitators2

The Need to Know: Adults prefer to know why
they need to learn something before engaging in
learning.

Think through and explain to learners why the
material they are learning is valuable and useful to
them.

Self-Directed Learning: As a person matures, he
or she tends to move from a self-concept which
is dependent to one which is more self-directed.

Support learners to be empowered in taking
ownership of their learning. Be aware, however, that
some people tend to think of education as a more
passive activity and may need to be encouraged to
take a more active role.
Prior life experience can be a rich resource for learning
and should be valued and respected. Life experience
can also form bias which can potentially inhibit new
learning. It is important therefore to encourage
learners to critically reflect as they learn.
Seek to gain insight into the lives of your learners to
better understand their learning needs. It is important
to also be aware when learners do not feel interested
in learning. In these cases, acknowledge this and work
with learners to plan how they can better benefit from
their learning.
Create content which is responsive to genuine
problems which learners are facing. Clarify how
content is applicable to the lives of learners.

Prior Experience of the Learner: Adults possess
unique life experience which can be drawn upon
for learning.

Readiness to Learn: Generally, adults become
ready to learn when they feel they need to know
something.

Orientation to Learning and Problem Solving:
Adults tend to be most interested in learning
knowledge which is immediately applicable to
situations in their lives. Therefore, in general
they prefer learning which is problem-centered
versus subject-centered.
Motivation to Learn: Adults tend to be more
motivated by internal rather than external
factors.
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Though you can explain to learners how learning can
bring about external rewards (such as higher pay etc.),
it is most important to help learners discover how
their learning can be personally meaningful and
intrinsically valuable for them.
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